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About Alisitas Consultancy 
Alisitas Consultancy provides a broad range of security products and services, such as open-
source intelligence education, interoperability, security awareness training, threat
assessment, safety audits, coordination of innovative EU projects, and high-level policy
development. 

We believe that security is a dynamic process, wherein dialogue, research and innovation are
crucial to improving resilience. Security should include all stakeholders sharing responsibility,
from cleaning personnel to bomb squads and managers. 
Our mission at Alisitas is to provide the best possible service for our clients, ultimately
contributing to safety, resilience, and quality of life in this society. 

Our Communication and PR internship 
Working as an intern with Alisitas Consultancy presents an ideal opportunity for young
professionals to jump from student to working life in a modern security consultancy. We
offer an internship with a young start-up company, providing a professional atmosphere
with a team of motivated colleagues led by managing director and security expert Alyssa
Bladergroen. Additionally, you will gain a unique insight into the seemingly clandestine world
of security management. 

As a Communication and PR intern, you will receive the chance to work on various projects
such as the Alisitas Instagram or the branding of our own Alisitas Academy. You will be the
creative brain of our PR, create new content series for our website, and support other
internal activities aimed at bringing our brand (Alisitas consultancy and Alisitas Academy) to
the public worldwide, all this with your input of course. 

In addition, you can broaden your professional network by communicating with academics,
public and private partners (e. g., universities, law enforcement, and airports) and creating
interactive content for an audience of open-source intelligence enthusiasts. Next to
providing a demanding environment for your creative development, this internship lets you
contribute to fighting terrorism and crime: Make the world a better place from the safety of
your home office!
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internship Details 
· Duration of ten months
· Supervision and guidance by an Alisitas staff member 
· Full-time: 5 days/36hours per week
· Work from your own device
· Paid internship
· Entirely remote

Requirements  
·Bachelors in Communication/PR or other Communication-related studies on HBO/HBO+
level. 
·Higher education enrolment both at the time of application and during the entire period of
the internship 
·Creative mindset, ability to multitask and work within a multilingual team 
·Affinity with safety and security topics
·Fluency in English and Dutch
·Excellent copywriting skills and used to writing in English
·Having excellent communication and relationship-building skills

Tasks 
·Creating creative content relating to current security topics for our website
·Research our marketing communication needs and craft a message that resonates with our
audience.
·Performing support activities based on the office's needs regarding Communication and PR.

Applications should include 
1) CV
2) Motivation letter (1-2 pages)
3) A short piece on where you see yourself in the next 5-10 years 
For more details, please contact: 
·Alyssa Bladergroen – Managing Director
·Telephone: +31 634992628
·E-mail: Work@alisitas.nl 


